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Abstract
We discuss the structure of threshold corrections to soft supersymmetry-breaking
parameters at the mass threshold of heavy chiral superfields. Nontrivial dependence
on soft parameters of heavy matter fields originates from the ‘physical’ definition of the
threshold scale, at which the general form of soft supersymmetry breaking is derived
in the superfield coupling formalism.
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In theories with softly-broken N = 1 supersymmetry, the renormalization of soft su-
persymmetry breaking parameters can be described by extending the corresponding super-
symmetry preserving coupling into superspace [1, 2]. Such extension valid to all orders in
perturbation theory is summarized by [3]–[5]
ln α̂
(
θ, θ¯
)
= lnα +
(
θ2mg +H.c.
)
+ θ2θ¯2Xg , Xg = |mg|2 + Ξg , (1)
ln Ẑ−1i
(
θ, θ¯
)
= lnZ−1i −
(
θ2Ai +H.c.
)
+ θ2θ¯2m2i , (2)
where Zi and α = g
2/8pi2 are wavefunction renormalization with flavor index i and gauge
coupling constant respectively; we also denote the corresponding gaugino mass mg, A-type
parameter Ai (which is not A-parameter itself) and scalar mass m
2
i . The θ
2θ¯2-component
Ξg of 1/α̂ plays a nontrivial role beyond one loop [5, 3]. The superpotential coupling W =
yφiφjφk also have a superspace extension
ln ŷ
(
θ, θ¯
)
= ln y − θ2Ay + 1
2
θ2θ¯2Xy , (3)
where Ay is the corresponding A-parameter and Xy = m
2
i +m
2
j +m
2
k.
The superspace extension (1)–(3) correctly incorporates the renormalization of divergences
in a softly-broken theory, and thus one can extract the exact form of soft beta functions. The
purpose of this letter is to use this superspace extension to extract the structure of threshold
effects on soft supersymmetry breaking terms. To this end, it is important to match the
couplings at the ‘physical’ mass threshold of heavy (chiral) fields. We then argue that the
mass threshold should be extended into superspace as a real superfield. By taking these
points into account, we derive a compact expression for the threshold effects on soft terms
in terms of supersymmetric anomalous dimensions.
In was shown [4, 5] in the context of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB)
that, when the heavy mass threshold is approximately supersymmetric, the soft terms can
be calculated by extracting the dependence of divergences in supersymmetric couplings on
the threshold mass scale; The finite threshold effects can be extracted to the leading order
in supersymmetry breaking. To find a formula that is applicable to other types of supersym-
metry breaking, we generalize the method by combining it with the superspace extension of
renormalized couplings.
To explain our idea, let us consider an SU(Nc) supersymmetric QCD with Nf flavors of
light matter fields φi and φi (i = 1, · · · , Nf). We assume that each matter field receives the
wavefunction renormalization Zi without kinetic mixing. In addition, the theory contains
Nm copies of heavy matter fields Φm and Φm (m = 1, · · · , Nm) with the mass term Wmass =
MHΦΦ. In the following, primed quantities represent those in the high-energy theory. We
also denote by ∆ the difference at the mass threshold between an unprimed and primed
quantities, e.g., b = 3Nc−Nf , b′ = 3Nc− (Nf +Nm) and ∆b ≡ b− b′ (= Nm) for the one-loop
beta function coefficient.
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An important point is that the holomorphic mass parameterMH is not really the ‘physical’
mass of the heavy particles; the latter should be determined by properly taking into account
the wavefunction Z ′Φ and Z
′
Φ
of heavy matter fields Φm and Φm. In fact, the proper mass
threshold MR at which the renormalization-group evolutions should be matched is defined
by a self-consistent relation [6, 5]
M2R = |MH|2 Z ′−1Φ (µ =MR)Z ′−1Φ (µ =MR) . (4)
Note that the right-hand side is nothing but the running mass parameter MR(µ) evaluated
at µ =MR.
We are interested in supersymmetry breaking effects at the heavy mass threshold. As in
the GMSB case, the holomorphic mass parameter MH can be extended as a chiral superfield
according to
MH −→ M̂H =MH − θ2F . (5)
In addition, the wavefunction factors also bring the supersymmetry breaking effects;
lnZ ′−1Φ −→ ln Ẑ ′−1Φ = lnZ ′−1Φ − [θ2A′Φ +H.c.] + θ2θ¯2m′2Φ , (6)
and similar for lnZ ′−1
Φ
. Correspondingly we introduce a real superfield extension of the heavy
mass threshold by
ln M̂2R = lnM
2
R − [θ2BR +H.c.] + θ2θ¯2YR , (7)
where BR and YR can be determined by extending the self-consistent definition (4) into
superspace. Explicitly we find
BR =
1
1− γ′M(MR)
[
F
MH
+ A′M(MR)
]
, (8)
YR =
1
1− γ′M(MR)
[
X ′M(MR) + |BR|2 γ˙′M(MR) +
{
B†RA˙
′
M(MR) + H.c.
}]
. (9)
Here γ′M ≡ γ′Φ¯+γ′Φ with γ′Φ = d lnZ ′−1Φ /d lnµ2 and γ′Φ ≡ d lnZ ′−1Φ /d lnµ2, and the dot stands
for d/d lnµ2. The θ2-component BR is essentially the renormalized B-parameter, which is
the sum of the bare F/MH and the finite counterterms A
′
M ≡ A′Φ + A′Φ corresponding to
heavy chiral superfields. The θ2θ¯2-component YR contains X
′
M ≡ m′2Φ +m′2Φ, which plays an
important role in calculation of soft scalar masses.
Once the superfield extension of the threshold mass, Eq. (7), is determined, it is straight-
forward to calculate the threshold effect on a supersymmetry breaking parameter from the
matching condition for the corresponding supersymmetry preserving coupling. Let us start
with the matching condition for the gauge coupling constant
α(MR) = α
′(MR) . (10)
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We substitute µ = M̂R into the superspace extensions of α(µ) and α
′(µ),
ln α̂(µ) = lnα(µ) +
[
θ2mg(µ) + H.c.
]
+ θ2θ¯2Xg(µ) . (11)
Then by requiring the superspace extended matching condition, α̂(µ = M̂R) = α̂
′(µ = M̂R),
and taking the θ2-component of this equation, we find the matching relation for the gaugino
mass
∆mg ≡ mg(MR)−m′g(MR) = BR∆γα . (12)
Here γα ≡ d lnα/d lnµ2 is the gauge beta function β divided by 2α.
Similarly, if we start from the matching condition for the wavefunctions,
lnZ−1i (MR) = lnZ
′−1
i (MR) , (13)
we obtain for ∆Ai ≡ Ai −A′i and ∆m2i ≡ m2i −m′2i at µ =MR,
∆Ai(MR) = −BR∆γi , (14)
∆m2i (MR) = − YR∆γi − |BR|2∆γ˙i −
{
B†R∆A˙i +H.c.
}
, (15)
where A˙i can be calculated if the anomalous dimension γi ≡ d lnZ−1i /d lnµ2 is known as a
function of the gauge and Yukawa couplings.
According to the above formulas, the threshold correction to each soft supersymmetry
breaking parameter is basically proportional to the difference of the corresponding anomalous
dimensions between the high-energy theory and the effective theory. This is interesting
because much is known of the supersymmetric anomalous dimensions; In the so-called NSVZ
scheme, we have a cerebrated formula [7]–[9] relating the renormalized gauge coupling α(µ)
to the holomorphic counterpart αH(µ) as
α−1 +Nc lnα = α
−1
H +
∑
i
Ti lnZ
−1/2
i , (16)
which implies the well-known form of the gauge beta function
β ≡ µ d
dµ
α = − α
2
1−Ncα
(
b+
∑
i
Tiγi
)
, (17)
where Ti is the Dynkin index of φi representation. Thus one expects that the formulas
as above can be used to estimate the size of soft parameters even in the models involving
strongly-coupled gauge dynamics [10]–[16].
In the following we will examine our procedure in some concrete models. Let us first
suppose that the supersymmetry breaking is dominated by gauge mediation. This implies
that the soft terms vanish above the messenger scale and thus
(BR)
GM =
1
1− γ′M(MR)
(
F
MH
)
, (18)
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Substituting this into the formula (12) and using the beta function (17), we find
mGMg (MR) = ∆mg(MR) = −
α(MR)
1−Ncα(MR)
[
Nm
2
+Nf
∆γi(MR)
1− γ′M(MR)
]
F
MH
. (19)
When there is no direct superpotential coupling between the visible and messenger sectors,
∆γi is already a two-loop quantity, and thus the gaugino mass at three-loop is independent
from the anomalous dimensions of the heavy matter fields, γ′M . This is precisely the claim
of ‘gaugino screening’ theorem [5, 17] in the context of GMSB.
Similarly we can check the formulas (14)–(15) for the A-term and scalar mass; When we
confine ourselves to the GMSB case, it is bound to be the truth that these formulas reproduce
the correct results. Actually we have checked our formulas by considering the models in which
the messenger fields have a direct superpotential coupling to the light sector, as in the model
discussed in Ref. [4].
As the second example, we consider the minimal SU(5) model, for which the one-loop
threshold corrections at the SU(5)-breaking scale were calculated for the gaugino masses
[18] and for the A-terms and scalar masses [19]. The difference from the GMSB case is
that the heavy fields have non-zero soft parameters. In this case, the model contains as
heavy chiral multiplets the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) components Σ8, Σ3, Σ1 of the adjoint
Higgs Σ(24) as well as the colored Higgses Hc and Hc. Since our BR when truncated to
one-loop is just the renormalized B-parameter, the soft parameters of these heavy fields are
calculated, in the notation of Ref. [19], to be BR = BΣ for Σ8,3,1 and BR = BH for Hc and
Hc. As a result, it is straightforward to check that our formula for ∆mg reproduces the
last terms of Eqs. (20)–(22) in Ref. [18]. The other terms are the contributions from heavy
vector supermultiplets, can be reproduced in a similar manner. The details will be discussed
elsewhere.
It should be noticed, however, that the A-parameters (trilinear scalar couplings) are not
contained in Eq. (14). To incorporate the A-parameters of the heavy fields, we improve the
matching condition (13) by including the higher order corrections. At one-loop level, the
improved matching conditions take the form
lnZ−1i (MR) = lnZ
′−1
i (MR) + (∆γi)1-loop . (20)
When the light field φi has a direct superpotential coupling y
′ to heavy field(s),
(∆γi)1-loop = −
∑
y
d
(y)
i
|y′(MR)|2
8pi2
, (21)
where d
(y)
i is a positive constant. Then extending the above matching conditions into super-
space gives
∆Ai(MR) =
∑
y
[
BR −A′y
]
d
(y)
i
|y′|2
8pi2
, (22)
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∆m2i (MR) =
∑
y
[
YR +
(
B†RA
′
y +H.c.
)
−
(
X ′y +
∣∣∣A′y∣∣∣2)] d(y)i |y′|28pi2 . (23)
In each of these equations, the last term corresponds to the modification due to the one-
loop matching (20), while the terms containing BR or YR come from the previous formula
(14)–(15) based on the tree-level matching.
Let us come back to the SU(5) example. At each mass threshold of Hc, Σ3 and Σ1, we
apply the formula (22) to the A-parameter At corresponding to the top Yukawa coupling yt.
We retain only yt and also the coupling λ of Σ(24) to the fundamental Higgses. The latter
coupling λ appears in the anomalous dimension (21) of the up-type weak Higgs Hw through
the superpotential
W =
√
2λ
HcΣ(3∗, 2)Hw +HwΣ(1, 3)Hw + 1
2
√
3
5
HwΣ(1, 1)Hw
 , (24)
where SU(3) × SU(2) quantum numbers have been indicated, and Σ(1, 3) = T aΣa3 and
Σ(1, 1) = Σ1. Then our formula yields
∆At(MHc) =
3
2
(BH − Aλ) |λ|
2
8pi2
+
3
2
(BH − At) |yt|
2
8pi2
, (25)
∆At(MΣ3) =
3
4
(BΣ −Aλ) |λ|
2
8pi2
, (26)
∆At(MΣ1) =
3
20
(BΣ −Aλ) |λ|
2
8pi2
, (27)
which are consistent1 with Eq. (B15) in Ref. [19]. Similarly we find that the formula (23) for
soft scalar masses gives consistent results, confirming our procedure based on the improved
matching condition (20).
In this letter, we have discussed the structure of threshold corrections to soft supersym-
metry breaking parameters that arise when heavy chiral superfields are integrated out. A
simple application of the superfield coupling formalism enables us to express the soft thresh-
old effects in terms of supersymmetric anomalous dimensions. We have also argued that
the A-parameters of the heavy fields can be incorporated by improving the matching con-
dition of matter wavefunctions. The resultant formulas have been confirmed explicitly at
one-loop level, but in principle, the procedure can be generalized to higher orders. Such
‘exact’ threshold formulas have a possible application to models involving strongly-coupled
gauge dynamics [10]–[16], and deserve for further study.
Finally we add a comment on the matching condition for the gauge coupling. If the one-
loop matching condition is to be used for matter wavefunctions Zi, the matching condition for
the gauge coupling should also be improved. However the resultant modification will appear
1 The B-term contributions, which were missing in Ref. [19], are important in the GMSB case.
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from two-loop level, as can be seen from the Shifman-Vainshtein formula (16). Accordingly,
we can determine the two-loop matching relation for the gauge couplings, from which the
two-loop threshold correction to the gaugino masses can be calculated by our procedure. It
would be interesting to check such two-loop relations explicitly.
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